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Diagnosing the velocity-space separatrix of trapped particle modes
A. A. Kabantseva) and C. F. Driscoll
Physics Department, University of California, San Diego, California 92093-0319

~Presented on 9 July 2002!

Trapped particle modes in pure electron plasmas are similar to modes in neutral plasmas and exhibit
damping due to velocity diffusion across the separatrix between trapped and untrapped particles, as
commonly occurs in neutral plasmas. Applied rf voltages cause resonant perturbation of particle
velocities near the separatrix, giving a greatly enhanced mode damping. This diagnostic technique
can determine the velocity-space separatrices for either electrostatic or magnetic trapping, or
determine the particle distribution function along the separatrix. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1534902#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Trapped-particle modes are well-established feature
magnetically confined plasmas1–4 but they are rarely used fo
primary diagnostic purposes. The recently discove
trapped-particleEÃB drift modes5 in non-neutral plasmas
represent an intriguing new class of plasma modes wh
enable direct manipulation and detection of the veloc
space separatrix between trapped and untrapped part
Here, we give a brief review of these modes in pure elect
plasmas with electrostatic or magnetostatic trapping,
demonstrate resonant velocity diffusion of particles acr
the velocity-space trapping separatrix. For electrostatic tr
ping, this technique clearly identifies the magnitude of
trapping potential in the plasma; and for magnetic trappin
gives the pitch angle of the separatrix or the particle dis
bution function along it.

In general, electrostatic and magnetic field inhomoge
ities in confinement devices cause a fraction of the part
distribution f (v i ,v') to remain localized inz, i.e., along the
trap axis, so velocity-space separatrices between trapped
passing particles are commonplace in confined plasmas
teractions between these trapped and untrapped particle
ten sustain collective trapped particle modes~or instabili-
ties!, which then can also affect the global transport ra
Here, passing particles move along magnetic field lines a
batically in response to a potential perturbation, wh
trapped particles remain isolated from the global mode st
ture andEÃB drift across field lines locally. These differen
types of motion executed by the trapped and passing f
tions lead to a sharp discontinuity in the particle distributi
function. This discontinuity means that even small an
scattering near the velocity-space separatrix can cause
trapping, and this separatrix mixing determines the trap
particle mode damping.6

Normally, particles diffuse through the separatrix due
binary Coulomb collisions, which are relatively rare even
in ‘‘collisionless’’ high-temperature or/and low-density pla
mas. However, a greatly enhanced scattering through
separatrix can be deliberately induced by applying rf-drive

a!Electronic mail: aakpla@physics.ucsd.edu
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resonance with axial bounce motion of the margina
trapped particles. This deliberately enhanced scattering
mediately causes readily measurable effects, such as
creased mode damping and increased global transport
Using this technique as a diagnostic tool in pure elect
plasmas, we have traced the separatrix in velocity space
for electrically and magnetically trapped particles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments are performed on quiescent pure e
tron plasmas contained in a cylindrical Penning–Malmb
trap,5,7 shown in Fig. 1. The plasma column of total leng
Lp'48 cm is contained inside conducting cylinders of rad
Rw53.5 cm, which reside in an ultrahigh vacuum withP
'10210 Torr. The end electrodes are negatively bias
thereby providing axial confinement. A strong axial magne
field (B&10 kG! provides radial confinement. The electro
plasma is generated by thermionic emission from a hot tu
sten filament. The electron columns typically have cen
densities 1&n0<23107 cm23 over a radius ofRp'1.2 cm,
with thermal energies 0.5,T,6 eV. The unneutralized elec
tron charge results in a central potential2f0'230 V, and
the radial electric field causesEÃB drift rotation around an
axis through the center of charge, at a rate 0.02< f E<0.2
MHz. Typical profiles ofn(r ) and f E(r ) are shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. Cylindrical trap electrodes and plasma column with central bar
Vtr and density variations representing themu51 z-asymmetric trapped par-
ticle mode.
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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This rotation frequency tends to be substantially less than
axial bounce frequency for thermal electrons, which is

f b[~T/m!1/2/2Lp*0.5 MHz. ~1!

The apparatus is operated in inject-manipulate-du
cycles, and has a shot-to-shot reproducibility ofdn/n
&1%. The bounce-averaged radial profile of electron d
sity can be measured~destructively! at any time by dumping
the electrons axially onto a phosphor screen imaged b
charge coupled device camera.7 Taking these images at con
secutive times, we obtain the bulk transport rate,nP(t), de-
fined as normalized rate of change of the plasma m
square radius, i.e.,

nP[
d

dt
^r 2&Y ^r 2&. ~2!

The plasma is heated by applying short rf bursts of varia
amplitude and frequency to one of the end confining cy
ders in resonance with thermal particle bounce motion,8 and
the plasma temperature is measured using a stan
dynamic-evaporation technique.9

III. TRAPPED PARTICLE MODES

The simplest and most controllable trapped parti
states are obtained by applying a voltageVtr to a ring elec-
trode near the axial center of the plasma column. This cre
a barrier ~localized in z! which decreases in strength asr
→0. Particles with high parallel velocities pass through
barrier region and sample the entire length of the plas
column during their bounce motion, while particles with lo
parallel velocities are effectively trapped in local regio
separated by the barrier. Alternately, a localized increas
magnetic field fromB to B1dB could form a magnetic bar
rier, with a substantially different velocity-space separat
as shown in Fig. 3. Magnetic trapping also introduces w
electrostatic potential variations along the magnetic fi
lines, altering the separatrix at low velocities,10 but the
~subtle! effects of these potential variations have not y
been measured.

Trapped particle modes arise because the trapped
passing particles experience different bounce-averagedEÃB
drifts. A collective motion occurs in which the trapped a

FIG. 2. Measured plasma densityn(r ) and resultingEÃB rotation f E(r ) at
B54 kG. Also shown is the radial eigenfunctiondna(r ) for the trapped
particle mode.
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passing fractions oscillate ‘‘against’’ each other at frequen
f a& f E , i.e., when the passing particles respond adiabatic
to the potential perturbations created by the displacemen
the trapped particles. The simplemu51, trapped particle
mode which arises from an appliedVtr has ~predominantly
trapped! EÃB drifting particles forr .r s , Debye shielded
by ~predominantly passing! particles forr ,r s . Overall, the
mode has density perturbations

dna5dna~r !cos~u!sign~z!exp$ i2p f at2gat%. ~3!

The mode is asymmetric~not sinusoidal! acrossz50, so the
passing particles experience no netEÃB drift. The measured
eigenfunctiondna(r ) in Fig. 2 changes sign forr ,r s , dem-
onstrating ‘‘shielding’’ of the perturbations atr .r s .

This trapped particle mode is damped by collisio
which cause velocity-space diffusion across the separa
between trapped and passing particles. The 90° scatte
rate in these plasmas isnee'100 s21; however, the effective
scattering across the separatrix is substantially greater.6 The
different dynamics executed by the trapped and passing
ticles tends to produce a sharp discontinuity in the distri
tion functions near the separatrix velocity. Nevertheless
Fokker–Planck analysis of collisional diffusion yields dam
ing rates which are in close agreement with experiment.11

We note that the frequency ordering for these mod
i.e.,

f b@ f a' f E@nee ~4!

is the same as commonly found for trapped particle mode
fusion-oriented plasmas. However, there is no drivi
mechanism for instability in single-species plasmas, so
modes can be precisely characterized with controlled exp
ments.

IV. DIAGNOSING THE SEPARATRIX

This mode damping can be greatly enhanced by apply
an external rf drive that is resonant with the axially bounci
marginally trapped particles, as shown in Fig. 4. The mod
first excited~by sinusoidal wall voltages atf a526.55 kHz!,
then decays naturally with damping ratega5535 s21. Ap-
plying an 0.2 V rf wiggle atf rf51.6 MHz to one contain-
ment cylinder causes an immediate tenfold increase in da
ing to ga55350. Here, the resonant particles are atvs

FIG. 3. Idealized velocity-space separatrices for~a! electrostatic and~b!
magnetostatic trapping.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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5frf•LP , and the enhanced damping occurs only when th
is on, since there is little bulk plasma heating.

Observing the mode damping while varying the rf dri
frequency allows us to map out the range of separatrix
locities, as shown in Fig. 5. The rf is resonant with partic
having v i5 f rfLP , and enhanced damping occurs when t
corresponds to the separatrix velocity at some radius,
vs(r )5 f rfLP . The total scattering across the separatrix
apparently weighted by the productntr(r )•npas(r ) of trapped
and passing particle fractions, so there is some effective
dially averaged separatrix velocityvs* .

The damping enhancement of Fig. 5 shows a peak atf rf* ,
with a Gaussian shape for which we have no accurate mo
We find that f rf* appropriately scales inversely with plasm
length Lp , and shows no dependence on magnetic fieldB.
The peak frequencyf rf* probes separatrix velocitiesvs* cor-
responding to barrier heightseVs* 50.46 eV for plasmas with
T50.6 eV andeVs* 50.87 eV forT56 eV. There is a weak
temperature dependence which represents the change in
bye shielding of the externally applied trapping voltage.
fixed temperature, the peak frequency scales with app
trapping voltage asf rf* }Vtr

1/2, as expected. In resonance, t
measured magnitude of this enhancement depends line
on the amplitudeVrf of the rf drive ~see Fig. 6!, and it is
independent of electron temperatureT, so long as Vrf

&kBT/e. Additionally, we typically observe several res

FIG. 4. Trapped particle mode excitation, natural decay, and enhance
cay due to rf-induced scattering across the separatrix.

FIG. 5. Trapped particle mode damping ratega vs frequencyf rf causing
enhanced velocity scatterings across the separatrix.
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nances of higher order, since the width of the primary re
nance is small compared to the resonant frequency.

V. ASYMMETRY-INDUCED TRANSPORT

These trapped particle modes and their dissipative da
ing are central to the bulk radial particle transport whi
occurs due to the inevitable smallu asymmetries in the trap
containment fields. For example, an overall misalignmen
a50.2 mrad betweenB and the axis of the cylindrical elec
trodes typically causes a measurable bulk expansion, wi
rate nP;1022 s21 at B51 kG, due to naturally occurring
electric and magnetic trapping. This bulk expansion rate
found to be proportional to the damping ratega of the
trapped particle mode and to the number of trapped partic
Applying a (u symmetric! voltage2Vtr524 V allows us to
control the number of trapped particles and the mode ch
acteristics. Figure 6 shows this proportionality betweennP

andga asga is increased tenfold through application ofVrf

at the separatrix-resonant frequencyf rf* . Fully characterizing
this connection between trapped particle modes and bulk
ticle transport remains an exciting challenge.12

VI. MAGNETIC TRAPPING

Magnetic trapping barriers are similar in effect to the
electrostatic barriers, although the velocity-space separa
is qualitatively different, as shown in Fig. 3. Moreover, th
experimental apparatus does not yet have a separately
trolled magnetic barrier, so our magnetic trapping resu
were obtained from inherent magnetic field ripples. The
ripples have magnitudedB/B'1023, with an axial extent of
about 25 cm. Even these small ripples cause a consider
fraction ~3%! of the plasma electrons to be trapped axiall

The trapped particle modes from these small magn
ripples are too weak for accurate measurements of the da
ing ratega; but the mode and its damping are still direct
reflected in the bulk plasma expansion ratenP . For example,
Fig. 7 shows the enhancement in the measurednP as an rf
drive is applied to enhance velocity scatterings across
magnetic separatrix. Here, there are two small magn
maxima in the plasma region, andVrf is applied in the region

e-

FIG. 6. The measured bulk plasma expansion ratenP increases proportiona
to the measured trapped particle mode dampingga as the rf drive increases
separatrix scatterings.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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of a magnetic minimum. Electrons receive a sharp, nona
batic kick if they havev i'L* f rf! v̄, whereL* [2Rw / j 01 is
the axial extent of the electric fields from the applied rf driv
Here, we have used the ‘‘sheath transit’’ resonance to inte
with particles with smallv i , while still keepingf rf. f E.

The enhancement in the transport rateDnP is due to an
enhancement in the trapped particle mode damping, whic
proportional to the velocity space densityv' f e(v i ,v') of
resonant electrons in a boundary layer determined by
separatrix ratiov i /v'5(dB/B)1/2[tan« and by the reso-
nance conditionv i5L* f rf . For a Maxwellian distribution,
this gives

DnP5A x exp~2x2!,

with

x[~A2Rw / j 01« v̄ ! f rf . ~5!

With «50.03 known from the magnetic ripple strength, fi
ting the frequency-response curves of Fig. 7 to Eq.~5! di-
rectly gives the two free parametersA and v̄[AT/m. The
fits are surprisingly accurate, giving the~separately mea
sured! plasma temperatureT to within 10%, and suggesting

FIG. 7. For~weak! magnetic trapping, the variation of the expansion ratenP

with f rf accurately reflects the Maxwellian distribution of particles at t
separatrix for two different plasma temperaturesT.
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that the distribution function is indeed closely Maxwellia
Alternately, this fit with a knownT would give the magni-
tude of the field ripples«. Thus the diagnostic information
gained in the magnetic case is more incisive, since the m
netic separatrix is nontrivial. Of course, these magnetic tr
ping effects will be apparent only when electrostatic trapp
~if present! is weak enough thatvs* !« v̄.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, trapped particle modes arise even w
small electric or magnetic containment field ripples. T
damping of these modes arises from scattering across
velocity-space trapping separatrix and is intimately co
nected to asymmetry induced bulk particle transport. We fi
that an applied rf drive causes resonant enhancement of t
scatterings, thereby increases the damping~and transport!
rates, and offers a direct probe of the separatrix or of
particle distribution function.
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